Banner Ridge Summer Trails

Recommended Routes to Banner Ridge and Elkhorn Yurts

- **Snowshoe Loop**: 0.2 mi steep
- **Banner Ridge Parking & Toilet**: 0.0 mi steep
- **Mile Marker 61**: 0.6 mi steep
- **Banner Ridge**: 0.2 mi steep
- **Elkhorn Loop**: 0.4 mi steep
- **Elkhorn Yurt**: 0.7 mi steep
- **Twister**: 3.8 mi
- **Upper Banner**: 1.0 mi steep
- **High Point**: 0.4 mi
- **Summer Parking Elkhorn**: 0.3 mi Aspen Grove
- **Lehn’s Loop**: 0.2 mi
- **Loch’s Loop and Cougar Trail**: recommended single track for beginners
- **Locked gate year around, no vehicle access beyond gate**
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Trails and Roads
- Blue blazed trails, double track
- Blue blazed trails, single track
- Trails/roads not blue blazed
- Yellow blazed trails

Mileage between intersections
No permit required for summer parking
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